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welcome to

demu showcase 2015
Dear Visitor
A very warm welcome to all our members and visitors. As you
may be aware, 2015 sees DEMU celebrate its 21st anniversary
and so we are delighted to to welcome you to this special
anniversary show.
When we first thought of putting on a slightly different show to celebrate the
anniversary two challenges came to us: how do we get more space but retain our link
to Burton Town Hall; and how can we celebrate some of the wonderful layouts and
modelling that had been to previous Showcase exhibitions?
The second challenge was relatively simple - the answer would be that we would run a
retrospective and re-invite some of the standout D&E layouts from the past 20+ years.
We asked previous Showcase organisers and people influential in the start of DEMU to
nominate their favourite layouts and we are delighted to welcome back so many old
favourites. Of course, even an anniversary Showcase is not just about looking back so
we are also delighted to mix in some modern classics in the making.
The first challenge was more complicated - some of the layouts we wanted to invite
would scarcely fit in the Town Hall. Searching round the area, the solution became
apparent we would run a second venue - the National Brewery Centre. Please make
sure that you visit both venues - it is a 15 minute walk between the two venues in nice
weather or there is a free shuttle bus running a loop between the two venues and the
railway station.
We hope that you enjoy this year’s exhibition and if this is your first time to DEMU
Showcase, we hope that our choice of layouts and traders tempts you to return in
future years.
We also hope that if you are not already a member, that we have inspired you to join
DEMU, so if you want more information, who we are and what we do, make sure you
visit the DEMU Zone where the friendly team will introduce you to the society and all its
benefits.
Thank you.
Guy Molyneux & Mike Hale
DEMU Showcase Team

The organisers reserve the right to substitute or omit any part of the exhibition without notice. This
guide is published by Diesel and Electric Modellers United, and its contents are believed to be correct
at the time of going to press, although the group cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions.
The exhibition is organised by the DEMU Showcase Exhibition manager and his team on behalf of
DEMU with any surplus being donated to the development of the aims and objectives of DEMU.
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About demu

The demu forum

DEMU is a society formed by a small group of
modellers in 1994 to cater for the post
modernisation plan railway modeller. It caters for all
scales and levels of modelling experience, you don’t
have to be a really experienced modeller to join us,
as we have members ranging from novices just
starting out on building that first kit, right through to
modellers who heavily convert, build or detail their
stock.

The DEMU forum is a lively online community, open
to all DEMU members, allowing them to
communicate with each other to swap information,
ask questions and conduct research no matter
where they are located. Since the Forum was
launched in November 2005, there have been over
169,000 posts on a huge variety of topics such as
rolling stock, track, signalling, prototype operations
and inspiration. Many members also post their
current modelling work in-progress, to stimulate
discussion with and learn from others.

DEMU has a journal, ‘UPDate’. This is an excellent
quarterly magazine, and it aims to cover subjects
that the mainstream modelling press might not
choose to cover.
We have also formed many various Area Groups
over the years (see below), these are ideal if you
wish to meet up with like-minded modellers in
your own area.
The society offers a drawing service
that members can access. This is
ideal for those who are into
scratch building rolling stock.
Then there is the online forum and
wiki. The forum is a very important
tool for DEMU as potential new
members can browse the public sections of
the forum to get an idea of what we are about.

Area groups
As a national society, DEMU has members all over
the UK and indeed in Continental Europe, the
Americas and Antipodes! Over the last few years,
members have formed themselves into area groups
and these informally organise events throughout the
year.
If you wish to take part and expand your network of
modelling friends – feel free to join in! For more
information see the display in the DEMU Zone or via
the forum.

If you would like to find out more or have any
questions, please ask at the DEMU Zone. To join,
register with your name and current DEMU
membership number at www.demu.org.uk/forum

The demu wiki
We have created a new "wiki" for
members. If you have not come
across a wiki before - the most
famous is Wikipedia - they are
a way of collecting and
collaborating on information. The
idea is that all DEMU members will
be able to access the wiki and
contribute to or read the information. The
wiki is not designed to replace the forum, but
to complement the forum - it is easier to
organise information in a wiki, whereas the forum
is better for discussion.
The wiki is available at www.demu.org.uk/wiki - you
will need to login and the user name and password
are the same as your details for the DEMU forum.

The demu zone
at showcase

1

The DEMU Zone is located near the entrance in the
main hall. Here you will find information on the
society, our ‘UPDate’ publication and also if you are
not already a member, the opportunity to join us.
There will also be a selection of DEMU
merchandise on sale. There will be displays about
the DEMU forum and the area groups.

the layouts

Based on a wagon repair yard in Birmingham
and set in two periods, 1965 to 1985 and 1985
to 1995, Blowers Green Wagon repair Yard is
designed to show that a modest sized 7mm FS
layout can be a little more than just a shunting
plank. Developed using two back-scene
boards from my home layout “Vauxhall Wharf”,
Blowers Green caters for main line urban
services, short freight, P-Way formations and
special workings.
Blowers Green Wagon Repair is, or would be if
it had ever existed, situated on the now
mothballed line between Stourbridge junction
and Bescot Yard and lies south of Dudley
Tunnel near to the site of the former Blowers
Green Station.

BLOWERS GREEN
WAGON REPAIR
A

NATIONAL
BREWERY
CENTRE

7mm O Gauge
by Bill Connelly
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CALCUTTA
SIDINGS MK2
4mm P4 Gauge
by Phil Eames
Calcutta Sidings is set in the period 1989 – July 1991. This places it between the demise of the Class 45’s and
the late delivery of the Class 60’s, which also coincides with the last years of Speedlink operations.
The layout is based around the Burton upon Trent area. The
services depicted assumes that services to the breweries
lasted longer than they did in reality. All the traffic into the yard
did exist on the British Rail system at the time.
The trackwork is a mixture of Colin Craig FB pointwork and
track, Exactoscale concrete track bases along with C&L chairs,
ply sleepers, rail and jigs from the EMGS stores. If you have
any questions about the building or the
operation of the layout please ask.
Photographs by Tim Horn
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DIESELS IN THE DUCHY
4mm EM Gauge by Damian Ross

It’s the late eighties/early nineties, where we
have the remains of the rail blue era, large
logo, Railfreight Red-Stripe and the
beginnings of Sectorisation.

It is a juxtaposition of how the old has been
part-adapted to accommodate the new. An
old steam quarter round house that not only survives but is in daily use along with its turntable for servicing and
stabling of the local fleet 37/5's plus visitors.
The fuelling facilities are very basic, having been
quickly cobbled together a couple of decades ago
and in no way represents the modern clean efficient
image the new order was meant to bring.
An old works also still survives and is in healthy use
as a wagon repair shop. It’s duties are changing
from the constant repairing of the near ancient
wooden ‘clay hoods’ to the maintenance of the
recently introduced air braked CDA’s.
The yard still bustles with a variety of freight, not
withstanding the large volume of China Clay; the
engineers are present with their varied and motley
collection of wagons, punctuated with the stabling
of the occasional postal train between duties, plus
other more general flows of traffic.
In front and adjacent to the shed there is a river,
an old wagon tramway and a disused canal,
all of which have been less than subtly
dissected by the coming of the railway.
There are not many places this could be,
but do you know where it is?

Photographs by Andy York - BRM
Used with permission
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FARKHAM
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TOWN
HALL

4mm 00 Gauge
by Mickleover Model Railway Group

It is Summer 1990, England have just lost to West Germany in the
World Cup, but in the quiet Midlands town of Farkham life goes on
as normal. The town is served by an occasional passenger service
with freight being the main traffic on this secondary railway line.
Beyond the station and town centre, the land opens out to reveal a
small freight yard served by trip workings and Speedlink services,
whilst the main line gently curves away with a mixture of old and
new buildings following its course.
The concept behind Farkham was to capture the atmosphere of an
urban scene with the railway passing through. This has been
attempted, by locating buildings and trees at the front of the layout
to break-up the direct lines of sight between the viewer and the trains, so when looking at the model the trains
will come in and out of view creating a series of interesting ‘cameos’. The yard on the layout is portrayed in a
run down, but still functioning state, very much how a number of freight terminals were in the late 1980s/early
1990s. Finally to create a realistic scene and make everything visually blend together, each item has been
weathered to differing degrees, just like on the prototype.
Trackwork on the layout is all hand built using C&L and Peco
components and is to finescale 16.5mm gauge standards. The major
aspect of the model is its buildings and structures and whilst some of
these are modified kits, most have been scratch built. The rolling
stock on the layout is detailed, repainted and weathered with a large
number of kit and scratch built items.
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Situated in North East England, Fence Houses station was opened
in 1844 and closed in 1964. The station was part of the original
main line route to ‘The North’ until 1872, when the present ECML
through Durham City was opened.
Our chosen period is British Rail 1952 - 1962, using steam and
diesel locomotives (though we are endeavouring to run with only
diesels this weekend!). Many mainline workings operated through
Fence Houses, due to engineering works and diversions taking place on the ‘new’ main line. Two miles north of
Fence Houses is Victoria viaduct, some 800 feet long and 135 feet high.
Built between 1836-1838, it is today a listed structure, though not currently in railway use....we live in hope!
Our model is built to 2mm finescale standards, 2mm to a foot (1/152 scale), 9.42mm
track gauge. 2mm scratch and kit built models are employed, along with converted
‘N’gauge stock.

E

NATIONAL
BREWERY
CENTRE

FENCE
HOUSES
2mm FS Gauge
by Bob Jones
demu showcase 2015
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member benefits
Don’t forget, as a member of Diesel and Electric Modellers
United, you can enjoy a number of exclusive member benefits:
UPDate - our quality quarterly magazine
Area Groups - meet up and exchange ideas with
other active DEMU members in your area
Online Forum - lively modelling discussions
Wiki - our online knowledge repository
Exclusive Kits - we are starting to grow our range of collaborative
kits
Drawing Exchange Service - access to DEMU’s drawing archive
and much more...
To join DEMU or for more information, please drop by the demu zone in the main hall

membership rates
ADULT £21.00
OAP (Over 65) £18.00
Junior (U16) £18.00
Family (UK) £23.00
Rest of World £28.00

the layouts
Photographs by Nigel Burkin
Used with permission

HAZELBANK
4mm OO Gauge
by Graeme Moyes of the
Scottish Diesel & Electric Group

B

NATIONAL
BREWERY
CENTRE

The Beeching cuts were far-reaching, and although having the
closure of the line set firmly within its sights, the act never actually
claimed the 'Waverley' route. It was decided that the route was far
too strategically important to lose and so, along with the vast local
protests against its
closure, in January
1969 its survival
was secured.
In the following
years, BR never
spent a vast amount on re-signaling the route and so, as with
other secured lines such as the Glasgow and South Western
and the Settle and Carlisle railway, semaphores still abound
today with long cross-country sections in evidence.
In the centre of the scenic area is a ballast loading point where stone, quarried from the local Hazelbank Quarry
immediately adjacent to the track, is loaded from a crusher plant into
awaiting wagons.
The passenger traffic on the line is a mixture of stopping DMUs on
local Edinburgh to Carlisle services, loco-hauled express crosscountry services and the occasional diverted WCML passenger
working that is often class 47, Peak or even Deltic hauled.
The line also sees a heavy usage by cross-border freight traffic with
'mixed' freight consists interspersed with coal trains from the ‘Fife and
Lothians' coal fields making their way to the many operational English
coal-fired power stations throughout the Midlands.
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Photographs by Andy York - BRM
Used with permission

KINMUNDY
4mm EM Gauge
by Martin Jones

C

NATIONAL
BREWERY
CENTRE

During the early part of 1915, the Admiralty located
and began construction on an airship station at
Lenabo close to the village of Nether Kinmundy some
eight miles west of Peterhead. Ostensibly for U-Boat
reconnaissance purposes to help protect the Fleet at
Scapa Flow from potential air and sea based attack.
To aid the construction and subsequently service the
facility a 3 ½ mile long branchline was constructed
from a junction with the Peterhead line at Longside.
The earthworks of which can still be seen today. No
expense was spared by the Royal Navy, (total costs
were estimated at £ ½ million at 1915 prices!). When
construction was complete RNAS Lenabo was a

sizeable affair, with powerhouses, a gasworks, waterworks, engineering shops, various canteens, messes,
living quarters, garages, a fire station, two cinemas
and a church all supporting an establishment of
approximately 500, mainly naval ratings, operational
crews.
The branch, completed in 1916, was used for both
passengers and goods in connection with the site until
1920. However, with the cessation of hostilities in
1918, the RAF as successor to the RNAS, took over
the site, but it proved to be unsuitable for fixed wing
aircraft training and was quickly relegated to the
Admiralty Disposals Board. Derelict by 1927, the site
was cleared by the early ’thirties. Local visionaries
saw in Lenabo a magnificent local readymade base
for industrial peat processing, another, the potential
for a canning factory. But base has long since being
consigned to history and terminus site is now part of a
Forestry Commission plantation.
Thus plenty of traffic potential for a fact based
historical reworking in the best tradition of model
railways.
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Photographs by Andy York - BRM
Used with permission
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LOCH DOUR
Loch Dour represents a “might
freights from the lowland yards
4mm OO Gauge
have been” ex North British
at Mossend, Sighthill and
branch off the West Highland
by Kev Pearson, Furness MRC Cadder. 70's traffic is mainly
line, through Glen Douglas to
vans and coal whilst the 80's
Inverbeg on the banks of Loch
traffic is mainly MOD stores, oil
Lomond. Loch Dour being the only intermediate
and some timber, with the occasional van of fish
station.
food for the local salmon farms.
Passenger traffic is mostly loco-hauled mk1/2 stock
to Glasgow Queen Street, loco's coming mainly from
the West Highland fleet
based at Eastfield. The
intention is to run the
layout either mid 70’s, with
the Sulzer type 2’s on
vacuum braked stock, or
mid 80’s with mainly large
logo-class 37’s on vacuum
braked passenger and
engineers trains, and air
braked freights.
Locos from further afield
can sometimes turn up on

The layout is powered by a Lenz set 100 and
operated with 2 x LH100 push button keypad's or
wirelessly using ‘’I’’ devices
running Touchcab. Loco’s
are fitted with ESU Sound
chips from mainly
‘Legomanbiffo’ or our own
sound projects, with the
odd Howes,
S.W.D or
Olivia's chip. Most are also
fitted with improved bass
speakers.
Points, lights
and signals are also
controlled using the
keypad.
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PENGWYNN CROSSING
4mm OO Gauge
by Bentley MRG

G

NATIONAL
BREWERY
CENTRE

Pengwynn Crossing depicts a desolate branch line
winding through the Cornish countryside. The
unstaffed station platform looks as though the years
have taken their toll. There are no station buildings
and very few facilities. The only luxuries provided for
the occasional passenger who might wander off the
Cornish moors are two benches and two lamps.
So why has such a remote branch line survived to
the present day? The answer becomes clear when
you realise that Pengwynn Crossing exists to serve
the needs of the china clay industry. The extraction
of china clay remains a major part of the Cornish
economy and the only effective means of
transporting the mineral from remote locations is by
rail.
The layout is dominated by the Wheal Mannidge
china clay works which dispatches its product by rail
to many parts of the country. China clay is messy
stuff and it gets
everywhere so
white is very much
the dominant
colour on this

corner of the layout. Stand around here for too long
and your hair is likely to turn prematurely grey. The
other industry served by the railway is a fertiliser
works which is kept remarkably busy. Further freight
workings serve the
coal yard and
engineers sidings.
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We Can Do...

  DCC  Fitting
  Sound  Fitting
  Weathering
  Detailing
  Renumbering
  Loco  Repairs
Ask  In  Store  for
more  details

Tue,  Wed  &  Fri:  09.30  -  16.30
Mon  &  Thur:  09.30  -  14.00 Sat:  09.30  -  16.00
Sun:  CLOSED
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SPECIAL
OFFER!

6

Essential reading for today’s rail enthusiast

issues

for

£20
Offer expires: 31/07/15

● Coverage of main line movements
● Stunning Photography ● Get your copy early!

CALL – 01507 529529 and Quote: RE82
VISIT – www.classicmagazines.co.uk/re82

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

the layouts

‘Stoney Lane Depot’ is set in the
Network SouthEast era (1986-2000)
and is located in the South London
area around the Borough/Southwark
area. The main lines are on typical
inner city viaducts that span the
Thames flood plain as they reach the
great Southern termini. Below them is
a small depot & electric multiple unit
stabling point loosely based on
Stewarts Lane. Operations consists of
typical electric commuter trains with
cross London freight making it a busy
layout. All the structures are scratch built and most
are based on real buildings from around the area.
It is hoped that this layout demonstrates what is
achievable in N gauge with the latest commercially
available fine-scale products and standards such
as code 55 track and NMRA RP25 wheels without
the need to completely scratch-build track and
stock to 2mm scale.
With the current resurgence of interest and improvements in standards and quality of products N gauge is
certainly now a superbly convenient and incredibly well supported scale that is especially suitable for the
modern world. It’s a wonderful compromise between size and ‘model-ability’ and allows realistic layouts that
capture the essence of a real railway in a real environment to be built in relatively small spaces.

STONEY
LANE
DEPOT
2mm N Gauge
by Grahame Hedges

26
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Tanners Hill is set in the
late Network South East
era.
It is an imaginary suburban
station built in N gauge and
is set in the New Cross
area of South London. The
main aim of the layout is to
keep trains moving to show
off a busy section of the
South East’s rail network.
Trains are mainly 3rd Rail EMU multiple units running into London and out
to stations in Kent. Most of the units have been built from kits and
represent types of units and liveries seen around at the time of Network
South East. Locomotives can been
seen on freight, departmental and
parcels services.
The track is PECO code 55 with the buildings ranging from modified kits
to scratch-built from card and plastic. The grassed areas are static fibres
from Greenscene. Control is conventional analogue using KPC and All
Components hand held units. Points are powered by SEEP point motors save for some in the fiddle yard close
to the operator. The size of the layout has been kept to a modest size to show that you can get a busy railway
in a small area with a bit of thought. If you have any questions, please ask.
Photographs by Steve Flint.
Used with permission
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HALL

TANNERS HILL
2mm N Gauge
by Stephen Farmer
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TONBRIDGE
WEST YARD
4mm OO Gauge
by Paul Wade
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Photographs by Phil Sutton
Used with permission

This is the return after 5½ years off the exhibition circuit, but this DEMU anniversary was
reason enough to refresh the layout for a come back.

38

TOWN
HALL

Tonbridge West Yard is modelled on the real location, consisting of the Tonbridge to Redhill
line which provides the passing interest, the Jubilee EMU carriage berthing sidings are located alongside the
mainline, these are used for the stabling of Kent Coast and Kent Link trains, behind which is the Civil’s
marshalling yard which was the South East's ballast distribution centre. The period modelled is the Network
SouthEast era in the early 90s.
Authentic passenger trains modelled consist of DMMUs class 117/119 operating Redhill/Gatwick services,
DEMUs 3H that replaced them, and finally EMUs 4VEP/4CEP since electrification. Non-typical passenger
trains include the prestigious VSOE and OLE (Ocean Liner Express), plus a wide selection of departmental
units, and test trains etc. A loco hauled Eurostar brings us a little further up to date, plus a separate Eurostar
recovery fitted class 73.
Freight on the mainline is made up of the ARC
stone train to Allington (near Maidstone),
international freights, mail trains and the Dover
to Manchester TPO. The West Yard handles
revenue freight of oil to High Broom (near
Tunbridge Wells) and Canterbury, the nuclear
flask train from Dungeness, and mail trains
loaded on Tonbridge station.
Engineers trains include ballast, spoil, rail, sleepers, S&T components, troughing, in fact all the materials to
maintain and rebuild the railways. Rare stock includes the SR gauging train, SR tunnel inspection unit and
support wagons, SR/WR viaduct inspection train, wagon mounted cranes and plant, rail cranes, and other
heavy plant are represented. Various stores and specialist wagons serve the wagon maintenance depot
situated in the Yard. Typical locomotives work these trains from class 73s and class 33s associated with the
south east to class 37s and class 56s introduced by Network SouthEast onto infrastructure services.
Some of the stock is supplied by past and present operators Barrie Swann and Steve Farmer.
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A OO gauge freightliner terminal, set in East London around 1990. Stand and watch intermodal trains arrive
from all parts of the UK. Warren Lane is a working freight terminal.
Container trains arrive from places like Southampton Felixstowe and Tilbury and are unloaded with two gantry
cranes (Heljan models).The containers are then stored or sent by road to their final destinations.
Nearly all the Engines used on Warren Lane are class 37’s operated in pairs or 47’s allocated to Stratford or
Ripple Lane depots in 1989, giving the layout a real “Cockney” theme
To continue the East Ender’s theme all the Lorries are based on haulage companies from East London and
Essex. Like Brain Haulage of Thurrock now long gone, but in its day the Eddie Stobart of Container haulage.
With train arrivals, shunting, container loading /unloading and
train departures Warren Lane can be a very busy place!

WARREN LANE
4mm OO Gauge
by Alan Bevan & Maggie Clark
Photographs by Andy York - BRM
Used with permission
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Welton Down is a country junction in the North
Downs on the LC&DR main line from London
to Dover via Rochester. A non-electrified
branch leads off to the nearby large country
town of Welton, and is now operated by a
preservation society, although its main
operating base is elsewhere on the line.

WELTON
DOWN
2mm FS Gauge
by Jim Allwood

Originally built by Bill Rankin as a Southern
Railway steam-era layout, the period now
modelled is June 1991, just prior to the demise of the airbraked "Speedlink" wagonload freight, serving the train
ferry at Dover.

41
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All trackwork is hand-built, using rail and PCB sleepers obtained from The
2mm Scale Association shops.
The original 2 x 8 road fiddle
yard has been replaced with a
cassette system, to enable longer trains to be handled and to
facilitate quicker setting up and breaking down at exhibitions.
Stock is a mixture of converted RTR products from Farish and
Dapol, together with numerous kits. Buildings are mainly scratch
built, and the station buildings are closely based on those still to
be found at Farningham Road, Sole Street and Shepherdswell.

Photographs by Andy York - BRM
Used with permission
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WIBDENSHAW

Wibdenshaw is a large town in
allowed the old locomotive shed,
West Yorkshire on the Midland
4mm EM Gauge
parcels depot and goods yard to
Railway route from London to
be featured, as well as the station
by Kier Hardy
Carlisle, well at least it would
itself.
have been if the plans to build
The baseboards are made entirely from plywood,
the railway across the centre of Bradford had ever
and are joined with alignment dowels. Each board
been completed. The Midland Railway finally
has its own set of fold up legs for easy transit and
abandoned the project in 1919, after part of it had
setting up. The storage yard boards utilise a fold
been built as far as Dewsbury.
down lid allowing the rolling stock to be transported
This layout is set in the early 1970s, and a wide
safely to and from exhibitions without the need to
variety of stock can be seen which would have been
handle, which reduces the setting up time and
prototypical for the era and the area portrayed.
minimises potential damage to fragile items.
The approaches to the station have been modelled
from the point where the Leeds lines and the
Bradford lines, diverge at Pudsey Junction. This has
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All control to the tracks is via DC, with automatic
polarity of points and crossovers for route selection
using multi-pole relays.
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The layout is based on the junction at the Widnes end
of the former St Helens Railway where the controlling
signal box Widnes No.1, was known locally as ‘Vine
Yard’. The line closed in the early 1980s and was
converted to a dual carriageway.
For the purpose of our model we have changed history
and taken the liberty of keeping the line open and
assumed some of the other railways in the North West
were never built. This promotes the line to a major
diversionary/feeder route for Liverpool to the North and
South West Coast, hence you will see a wide variety of
stock operating dating from the 2007/2008 period. A
chord has also been added to connect with the line
from Ditton Junction to Warrington thus completing our myth.
Due to the importance of the route, signalling in the area has been upgraded to colour lights, temporarily
controlled from the small LNWR cabin with the once complicated layout being reduced to the stepped junction
typical of modernised layouts. A small scrap yard has a connection here and its internal sidings are shunted by
the locally based 08 shunter with trip workings to and from Warrington Arpley yard.
The layout features full Digitrax DCC control with
‘soft panels’ running Railroad & Co. software.
Tortoise point motors are controlled via NCE ‘Switchit’ accessory decoders and the signalling system via
a Digitrax SE8C signal decoder.

WIDNES
VINE YARD
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27

30

Modern Engineering Stock

Mick Bryan provides guidance with modeling
network rail engineering trains with an emphasis on
converting passenger stock for engineering use.

29

Little & Large

28

Martin McDermott shows how to design
models for 3D printing and what is possible with this
exciting new manufacturing technique.

31

Dickie Dockerill looks at stock modeling in the
minority scales (2mm and 7mm).

3D Printing Workshop

Electronic Cutting

Jon Hall explains how to design artwork for
electronic cutting and shows how this can be put to
good effect when making wagons.

Iconic Trains

From the APT-P to the POP train to the
prototype HST, Shane Wilton shows how scratch
building and modifications of existing RTR stock can
be put to good use to model iconic trains of the 70s
and 80s.

2 Upper Dunstead Road
Langley Mill Nottingham
NG16 4GR
email: brian@shawplan.com

visit our new blog pages at: http://shawplan.wordpress.com/

www.shawplan.com
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36

K

A1 Models

Detail parts and RTR items. A1 Models (John
Flower), 111 Anston Avenue, Worksop S81 7JF. Email: aonemodels@ymail.com

34

ABC Workshops

23

Absolute Aspects

Absolute Aspects has fast become one of the
UK's favourite choice for model colour light
signalling. Their products are a great addition to any
model railway and are hand made to order. All
products are quality brass and white metal signals
which feature the latest LED technology. Tel: 07788
255126, E-mail: info@absoluteaspects.com

13

BH Enterprises

Manufacturer and supplier of an extensive
range of quality brass, white metal and plastic N
gauge model railway kits, scenic items and
accessories. Web: www.bh-enterprises.co.uk

25

Booklaw / Santona Publishing

The largest transport bookshop in the
Midlands. Online catalogue, free 64 page catalogue
sent post free. Over 8000 new, recent and remainder
titles available. Large stocks of DVDs. Web:
www.booklaw.co.uk

10

Bratchell Models

Quality 4mm scale British multiple units of the
last 30 years. Undecorated Kits, Ready-to-Assemble
liveried models and assembled, Ready-to-Motorise.
Web: www.bratchellmodels.com

8

C Rail

Supplier of intermodal wagon containers in
both kit and RTR, and transfers. Contact: Arran Aird,
‘Morven’, Roome Bay Avenue, Crail, Fife KY10 3TR.
Tel: 01333 450976, Web: www.c-rail-intermodal.co.uk
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Suppliers of DCC products. Contact: Kevin
Dickerson, 71 Alan Road, Ipswich, IP3 8EY. Tel
01473 403764, Web: www.coastaldcc.co.uk

15

Just Like The Real Thing/DJH 7mm kit
building, DCC sound installation and weathering.
4mm work also undertaken upon request. Contact:
Alex Carpenter, Tel: 01773 827017, E-mail:
alex.carpenter55@btinternet.com

Coastal DCC

Cambrian

The CAMBRIAN 4mm scale plastic kit range
comprises a wide variety of BR air-braked freight
wagons, vacuum/unfitted bogie steel-carrying and
Departmental wagons. We also have pre-1948
Railway Company wagons and vans, many
examples of which survived into the post-steam era,
particularly those in Departmental or Internal use.
Our website has details and pictures of our products,
plus prototype photos to aid assembly. Our
Catalogue and kit instructions can be downloaded in
pdf format to print out. www.cambrianmodels.co.uk
01945 420511

L

C&L Finescale

The premier supplier of model railway track
components incorporating the Carr’s & Exactoscale
product ranges. Tel: 01179 505470, Web:
www.finescale.org.uk

5

DCC Supplies

You will find a comprehensive range of DCC
equipment from many of the major manufacturers.
Plus all the accessories you may need for your
model layout including a wide range of informative
books, track, kits, tools, modelling and scenic
materials. We offer advice and have a series of
training workshops from beginners to advanced.
Phone: 0845 224 1601 (+44[0]1905 621 999) Fax:
0845 224 1604 (+44[0]1905 621 534). Email:
info@dccsupplies.com Web: www.dccsupplies.com

7

DC Kits

Leading supplier of plastic multiple unit and
locomotive kits. Black beetle & bull-ant main importer
within Europe. Ask for Charlie. Web: www.dckitsdevideos.co.uk

37

Howard Loftus Books

Specialist in British modern traction railway
books. Tel: 01909 771408
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24

Judith Edge Kits

Judith Edge kits are designed by Michael
Edge, a professional model builder for the last 25
years. All the etched parts are drawn with a CAD
system to ensure accuracy. Resin mouldings and
some turned parts are provided where appropriate.
Wheels, motor, gears and buffers are not supplied
(Except where stated). Tel: 01226 722309, Email:
edgemd@aol.com

18

Kernow Model Rail Centre

We stock a large range of new models in all
scales and all the popular brands. Exclusive limited
editions and worldwide mail order are specialities of
ours. Our team are always happy to take your call on
01209 714099. We are open seven days a week so
why not come and make a visit to Cornwall! Find us
at 98A Trelowarren Street, Camborne, Cornwall,
TR14 8AN or visit our website for all our items www.kernowmodelrailcentre.com.

20

The UK's fastest growing model shop, offering
some of the lowest prices in the UK, Loughborough
Model Centre has grown from a small toy fair trader
to one of the largest suppliers of model railway rolling
stock in the UK. Post: 149 Meadow Lane,
Loughborough, Leicestershire LE11 1JX. Web:
www.loughboroughmodelcentre.co.uk Tel: 01332 343
943

19

Modellers Mate

Scenic Material Manufacturers and Suppliers
of Tools, Electrical Components, Adhesives, Metals,
plastics, wood. Email:modellers.mate@virgin.net
Web:www.modellersmate.co.uk, Tel: 01728 720072

11

Model makers based in Falkirk. We specialise
in supplying completed modern image models resprayed to professional standards. Vast range of
DRS transfers in N, OO and O gauge. Web:
www.r3sprays.co.uk, Tel: 07879 511403

C

N Brass Locos

Railtec Transfers

Manufacturer of waterslide transfers for all
gauges and hobbies, covering a vast range of
modern era including Network Rail, Colas, DRS,
Northern Belle, West Coast & many more. Web:
www.railtec-models.com

9

Realtrack Models

Ready-to-run multiple unit and wagons. FLA
Freightliner flat already released, with Class 143/144
‘Pacer’ under development. Web:
www.realtrackmodels.co.uk

4

Loughborough Model Centre

R3sprays

Replica Railways

Own range of ‘OO’ Gauge Spares and
Accessories. Own range of ‘Waterslide’ and ‘RubDown’ Transfers for ‘N’, ‘OO’ and ‘O’ Gauges. Web:
www.replicarailways.co.uk

J

S-Kits

Offering a large range of contemporary wagon
kits, detailing components and scenic items. Email:
infoshrapnel@btinternet.com, Mail: 16 Barrow Road,
Sileby, Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE12 7LP

6

Shawplan / Extreme Etchings

Comprehensive range of nameplates and
detailing parts for the D&E modeller including the
e x c i t i n g n e w r a n g e o f ‘ L a s e r g l a z e ’ . We b :
www.shawplan.com Tel: 01773 718648

Kits for OHLE supports and rolling roads in N,
OO and O gauge. Web: www.nbrasslocos.co.uk

12

N Train / Electra Railway Graphics

Resin and white metal cast parts and kits
together with a selection of imported goods. Quality
vinyl overlays for N and OO. Web: www.ntrain.co.uk / www.electrarailwaygraphics.co.uk
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LEGOMANBIFFO
leading  the  field  in  dcc  sound

from
d.c.kits

On  production  of  this  advert,
we  will  deduct  £5.00  off  ANY
Legomanbiffo  Sound  Decoder
at  ANY  UK  model  railway  show.
(Offer  valid  for  up  to  5  decoders).
For  full  range  see:    www.dckits-devideos.co.uk/shop/dcc_digital_loco_sounds/
Available  from  DCKits  111  Norwood  Crescent,  Leeds  LS28  6NG  0113  256  3415

Class  128    Class  144    Class  150    Class  153    Class  156    Class  170    Class  220    Class  303    Class  304    Class  321    Class  350    Class  370    Class  373    Class  390    Class  416    Class  419

Our  Range  features  Class  08    Class  20    Class  24    Class  25    Class  26    Class  27    Class  31    Class  33    Class  37    Class  40      Class  43    Class  46    Class  47    Class  50    Class  55      Class  60    Class  66

Class  67    Class  70    Class  73    Class  85    Class  86    Class  87    Class  90    Class  91    Class  92    Class  101    Class  105    Class  108

